
 

Special Issue on Advances of Automation for Additive Manufacturing 

Additive Manufacturing (AM), known as 3-D printing using direct 3-D CAD data, enables the fast and cost-

efficient production, reduces material usage and part counts, and shortens design cycles mainly due to recent 

development of thermoplastic materials and process of AM, applicable not only to prototypes but also to 

functional products and tooling.  AM is bringing a revolution in the way how products are designed, 

manufactured and distributed to end users. This technology has gained significant academic as well as industry 

interest due to its ability to create complex geometries with customizable material properties. Related techniques 

have been widely investigated in the area of design and manufacturing for AM’s system, software and device. 

However, the fast evolution of robotics and automation technology provides more research opportunities for the 

development of design and fabrication for AM.  

 

The goal of this special issue is to provide a forum of interaction between researchers and practitioners in the area 

of automation and optimization for systems, process and modeling of additive manufacturing. In this special issue 

we invite original papers with novel contributions in all aspects of automation and optimization for all aspects of 

additive manufacturing. Topics of interest for this special issue include, but are not limited to the following 

aspects of AM techniques, systems and applications: 

 Optimization: product, structure, system and design optimization for AM  

 Robotics and vision: robot-assisted production, motion planning for AM, control for AM devices, 

machine vision for AM system, AM for factory automation 

 System and process: system modeling and optimization for AM, process planning, process optimization, 

system analysis and scheduling for AM  

 Soft robotics: design, fabrication, modeling, and control of soft robotic devices fabricated by AM 

 Quality control: quality control for design, process and fabrication in AM 

 Other Applications: automation by AM in different applications 

 

Important Dates 

October 1, 2016: paper submission deadline. 

January 1, 2017: completion of the first round review. 

April 1, 2017: completion of the second round review. 

June 1, 2017: final manuscripts due. 

October 2017: tentative publication date. 

 

Guest Editors 

All enquiries about the special issue should be sent to any of the guest-editors: 

 Prof. Charlie C. L. Wang  



 Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands (e-mail: c.c.wang@tudelft.nl ) 

Prof. Yong Chen 

 University of Southern California, United States of America (e-mail: yongchen@usc.edu ) 

 

Paper Submission 

All papers are to be submitted through the IEEE’s Manuscript Central for Transactions on Automation Science 

and Engineering http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/t-ase . Please select “Special Issue” under Manuscript Category 

of your submission. All manuscripts must be prepared according to the IEEE Transactions on Automation Science 

and Engineering publication guidelines http://www.engr.uconn.edu/~ieeetase/ . For information purposes, 

prospective authors are encouraged to email to one of the guest editors abstracts of possible contributions 

including a cover letter with authors’ contact information 
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